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FISHER CHARGES ABUSE 
IN LE TTER TO GRODIN 
» . » i ' i — »• .-
by MICHAEL FISHBEIN and R A L P H SINGER 
Final vote-eounjing for all categories of the 
latest Day Session Government elections was 
halted late last Thursday night on the orders of 
the acting Chairperson, Mr. Jake Jutkowitz. Mr. 
Jutkowitz is curreatly a candidate for the position 
of Day Session treasurer. The orders were issued 
amid charges and countercharges of serious 
"irregularities and abuses'* which were alleged to 
have occurred during the voting hour last 
Wednesday. 
The Dean of Students, Roy 
R. Senour, Jr., has refrained 
from comment on the action. 
At the insistence of TICKER, 
Mr. Jutkowitz has released the 
following statement to the 
Baruch College community: 
"As of Friday, October 18th, 
the status of the /Student 
Government Election^, is as 
follows: Over 3100 ballots were 
cast, which is well over the 30 
percent of the electorate 
required by the Board of 
Higher Education By-Laws." 
(Ed. note: -The stipulation can 
be found in Article 15.2.) 
"There will be a temporary 
freeze in effect on the com-
piling of final tallies. Because 
many allegations have been 
made concerning the validity of 
the elections, this means no 
figures will be released imtil 
the approval e#v Dean of 
Students Roy Senour is given." 
"A hearing, which wilt be 
open to the school media, will 
be held on Tuesday, October 
22nd, or Wednesday, October 
23rd." 
Mr. Jutkowitz has thus far 
declined to elaborate on the 
nature of the "allegations" to 
which he alluded in his 
statement. It was reported to 
TICKER, however, that these 
charges include incidents of 
physical and verbal abuses of 
prospective voters. This report, 
as well as similar rumors* was 
unsubstantiated as TICKER 
went to press on Friday. 
It is not known at this time 
whether the Student Govern-
ment Elections Committee 
would consider, the question of 
overturning the election should 
any of the charges which have 
been forwarded prove to be 
true. Although, Mr. 
Jutkowitz's statement indicates 
otherwise, whether the 
Elections Committee will itself 
constitute the investigatory 
body is also unclear. 
What appear to be the most 
serious charges hasp* been 
leveled by Mr. Allen Fisher 
who is one of the six candidates 
for the chairpersonship. In a 
letter addressed to Mr. Jerold 
Grodin, Day Session Director 
of Student Activities (Student 
Personnel Services), and dated 
October 17th, Mr. Fisher 
charged that five specific 
irregularities occurred during 
the voting period. These 
i r r e g u l a r i t i e s i n c l u d e 
allegations that students were 
turned away from the voting 
tables prior to their actual 
closing time; that the Elections 
Committee failed to canvass all 
11.00 o'clock classes due to a 
lack of manpower; that an 
apparent conflict of interest 
existed on the part of several of 
those who were directing the 
voting and vote-counting; that 
copies of slates of candidates 
were found attached to in-
_ dividual ballots; and that there 
was considerable elec-
tioneering by candidates at 
several of the voting tables. 
Copies of Mr. Fisher's letter 
were posted to the Dean of 
Students, President Clyde J. 
Wingfield and to this 
newspaper. 
TICKER will cover the 
hearing which has been called. 
r 
Dr. Word & Deed 
and 
Contrary to rumor-filled 
handbills distributed here last 
week, Prof. Carl Word 
(Psychology) is not being fired. 
Two weeks ago a classified 
advertisement was submitted 
to this newspaper. The ad-
vertisement claimed that "due 
to the prejudices of higher 
authority' Dr. Word was being 
summarily fired. Although no-
one has confirmed reports a 
meeting, as requested by the 
advertisement, was held in the 
Psychology Department by 
interested student supporters 
of Dr.. Word.. 
Early last week handbills 
were distributed by several 
students claiming that Dr, 
Word had been fired- The 
handbill also reported that Dr. 
Word's controversial xourse, 
"The" Psychology of the 
Black Experience," was being 
cancelled in mid-semester. 
Finally, it was reported that the 
course (Psy 90.6) would never 
be offered again. 
TICKER has since learned 
that none of these "facts" are 
true.
 m -
Dr. Word has recently 
become embroiled in legal 
action against several colleges 
in northern California over 
alleged policies of institutional 
racism. In order to determine 
the extent of the legal actions 
in which he had become in-
volved, Dr.v Word requested 
short-term leave in order to fly 
to California. This request was 
denied by the Psychology 
Department 
In a confusing tangle of offer 
and counter-offer involving 
•short-term and semester leave 
and leave with or without pay, 
student supporters planned a. 
rally for Dr. Word scheduled 
for last Thursday. 
On investigation TICKER 
has since discovered that Dr. 
Word had made plans to have 
his courses covered by other 
instructors during his absence. 
As it stands now now the 
Psychology Department has 
approved a leave without pay 
until January 31st, 1975 for Dr. 
Word. This action has been 
approved by the School of 
Liberal Arts and Sciences and. 
the College. 
It is true that "The 
Psychology of the Black 
Experience" will not be offered 
for the Spring 1975 semester. *-
However, this is not due to Dr. 
Word's activities in California. 
- Dr. Word has failed to notify 
the department of Ms, in-
tentions „to offer the course. 
The de facto decision not to 
offer the course will have no 
effect on the possibility that it 
will be offered in following 
terms. 
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Out of UNIFORM 
Beta Gamma Sigma,' the National Honor Society* will consider ap-
plications for membership from Uppertomors, Lower Juniors, Lower 
Seniors (DAY AND EVENING) who meet the eligibility requirements set 
forth herein.- The deadline for submitting applications is Friday, 
November 8, 1974. -
Election tofeeta Gamma Sigma is nationally recognized as the highest 
academic honor conferred on students of business in American colleges 
and universities. 
scholarship; The eligibility requirements, which include supenui 
integrity, character and promise of professional development, parallel 
those for election to Phi Beta Kappa" in Liberl Arts Colleges. 
Students who meet the scholarship requirements listed below should 
complete and "return tile membership application to Professor I. Robert 
Packet -Secretary of Beta Gamma Sigma. -
Beta Gamma Sigma will hold its election meeting in late November 
and eteeted students wifl be notified by letter shortly thereafter according 
to Professor Lakin, President, Beta Gamma Sigma and Professor I. 
Robert Parket, Secretary, Beta Gamma Sigma. 
.ACADEMIC REQUIREMENTS FOR ADMISSION 
1. Graduates who have completed all of their college credits at Baruch 
College -
3.25 or higher calculated on letter grades. 
2. Upper feenion who have completed all of their college credits at 
Baruch College consisting of between 111-128 credits 
" 3 30 or higher calculated on letter grades 
3 . Lower seniors who have completed all their college credits at Baruch 
College consisting of between 94-110 credits 
\ 3^40 or higher calculated on letter grades 
4 . Upper jtmiors who have completed all their college credits at Baruch 
CoHege consisting of between 78-93 credit* 
3.50 or higher calculated on letter grades 
5. Transfer afndests (undergraduates and graduates of the last 
graduating class) who have completed at least three semesters at Baruch 
CeBege {exclusive of summer sessions] and AT LEAST 36 credtts at 
Baruch College with a G.P.A. for all college credits of 3.40 calculated on 
letter grades. 
Credits taken by students which do not have a letter grade (A,B, e t c ) will 
not be counted in computing the Grade Point Average. Thus, a student 
who has completed 105 credits which include 5 credits of P (for Pass) will 
have his Grade Point Average computed on the basis of 100 credits. 
~~~~ C ™ " ~ S U B M I T ' T H S ' AP^L7"BEFORE"Tiov!"5 
Toi Professor I. Robert Parket
 rf 
Secretary, Beta Gamma Sigma _ _ , . . * 
Box 206 
Baruch CoHege 
I hereby art fo for memtwerslup in Betta Gamma Sigma. 1 have the 
f b H o w i n g a c l j j f e i n ^ '-'•" " • ' • . ' • f — • ; - ; - - - - - - • 
1- Credits; completed at Baruch (with letter grades)--—, 
G f c P . A / \ - - - - - • " • • - - • • • ' • ' ' • : . • ' • • ' - - • - • • • • ' • • ' • • • • 
2. Credits completed at Baruch without letter grades (pass/fail 
basis)—. — • - . „ • • . 
3- Total credits cprnpleted at Baruch College 
TRANSFER STUDENTS SHOULD ALSO COMPLETE THE 
FOLLOWING; 
1. Credits completed at other college with letter grades; 
G.P.A _ -
2. Credits completed at other college without letter grades \ 
3. Total credits completed at other colleges 
' By John Burns 
In the last edition I mentioned 
the Veterans Association held 
their elections for new officers, 
here they are:
 v 
President - — 
Alfred "Freddy" Wiesenberg 
Vice President . 
Naeciso Cruz 
you course "credits, for past work 
experience. This way, it is "riot 
necessary to put in fotflMJull years 
to earn a bachelor's degree. -
Another route is for the student 
to attend a community college at 
home for two years while working 
at a paying job-in his or her carreer 
field. This work-study com-
— T o file pension c la inv non-
service connected disability. 
~—To file for Federal Civil 
Service Vetran's Preferance. 
Apply to the VA office for any of 
the above, also if you own or want 
to start a business, the VA will give 
you counseling and market trends. 
Vets, these are your benefits, iise 
Secretary-Treasurer 
Cornel Moss 
If you do not know who they are, 
come to our.next meeting on Oct. 
24 at 360 PAS on the 17th floor, at 
which time the social calendar for 
the upcoming -year will be 
discussed. I would like to remind 
the new officers that their life 
profiles must be given to me no 
later than November 1 so we can 
make the November IS deadline 
with "Who's Who". 
Now all Veterans pay, attention, 
here is what your new benefits are 
supposed to be: 
—23% increase in benefits 
(should go through even if Mr. 
4iFord vetos the Bui) . 
.._; —$600 tuition loans (for. those" 
paying tuition) 
—Increase from 36 to 45 
months to . ge t a degree^Jis^k, 
stands now, j good only^fbr a-
Bachelors, no graduate school 
allowed; this we are going.to fight. 
.Come to the next V.A. meeting 
and learn how. 
Also, you may- not know,- if jyou 
haven't read your Col lege 
Undergraduate Book, Vtftrans are 
eligible for up to 8 credits towards 
a degree. Go. to Admission Room 
213 in the 24th Street Building, 
bring a photocopy of your DD214, 
fill out the form and you have 8 
credits. DO. IT NOW. 
The foHowfngis an excerpt from, 
the New Ytfrk:"Tiniest Oct. 8 
edition: :: 
" T h e cost of sending a student 
to college these days i s . . . $3,000 
a year for a public institution. 
According to John Burns (no 
relation to the writer), Director of 
the Cleveland Commission on 
Higher Education, one way to save 
money is to find an institution that 
has eliminated most of this top-
heavy overhead and that will give 
STUDENT'S NAME 
STUDENTS ADDRESS. 
SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER. 
AFRICAN ACTION 
ASSOCIATION 
General Meeting 
x 
Room 407 
Student Center 
ALL STUDENTS 
INVITED 
-~ V ^ 
MEETING WILL START 
EXACTLY 1 '2:0011! Ill! 
binat ion, accroding to some 
educators, may provide a better 
education in the long run than 
spending all four years at a regular 
academic institution without o n - , 
the-job experience. „.- , 
If you're interested in money-, 
saving . educational - institutions, 
you can get a copy of 'Non-
Traditional Education Resources 
in the United States' by sending a 
self-addressed, stamped envelope 
to:. Education Testing Service, 
New Degree Programs, Princeton, 
N J . 08540." 
You can also get credits by 
taking the CXEP (College-Level 
Examination Program). Send , a 
stamped, self-addressed envelope 
^to: 
College-Level Examination 
Program , 
P.O. Box 4821 f 
Princeton, New Jersey 0854p 
The next item is addressed to all 
students and faculty veterans: 
You have 
'• — 3 years to apply for correction 
o f military records t o correct an 
error or injustice. Apply to VA 
office. -
- ;—8-years, to use all of you G.L 
educat ion and training en-, 
titiement Courses must be started 
in time to finish in 8 years. Apply 
to VA office. 
15 years to apply for review of 
character^ of disclmrge. Apply to 
VA office" "_"'"' 
No time limit for the following: 
—To obtain a GJL loan to 
purchase, build, or improve a 
home. 
—To file compensation claim 
for injury or disease, * 
—To obtain VA hospital care. 
—To get assistance in finding 
employment or a job training 
program (apply State Employment 
Service) 
them. 
. The Veterans Association's new 
office is located at 360 PAS in the 
basement, Room BL005. Any Vet 
who wants to rap or spend some 
time between classes, come on 
down—a schedule of office hours 
will be posted on the door. 
Special Announcement—Tr-
youts for the Bazooka team have 
been cancel led indefinitely. . 
Unfortunately, the Veterans 
Assoc iat ion had to use the 
bazooka for collateral on a loan, to 
supply refreshments at the first 
Veterans Association meeting The 
loan was with Franklin National 
Bank. Who knew!! 
In keeping with the -Veterans 
Association's policy of promoting 
togetherness in the school, our 
first annual contest wul be held on 
November 12. Yes, the rumor o f 
the Vetrans Association receiving 
a P.T^boat could become a reality. 
Some of our Navy Vets have put 
together an actual working model 
of the famous motor,torpedo boat 
of World War IT fame. And yes, 
you gessed it; the name of the 
contest is: "NAME THE P.T. 
BOAT." This contest i s open to 
everyone. Ballot boxes wul be 
placed around the campus so put 
as many entries as you want and 
try to Win: 
« * 
EirstPrize , - $ 2 . 5 8 in Cash SS 
Second Prize - Lunch with our 
President "Freddy" at the 
fabulous Umbrella Room (hotdog 
stand). 
Third Prize - A roundtrip ticket 
you can use anytime to any 
borough in this fantastic city (2 
tokens). 
So get those entries in, more 
details in the next edition, watch 
for the posters around School. 
r Decision 
How does one decide what to 
major in? What factors go into 
choosing a career? How can you 
evaluate what profession you_will 
be most happy-~-whete you'wnTbe 
most successful—which career wfR 
be most meaningful and fulfilling 
to you? 
This can often be a difficult task 
for a variety of reasons, according 
to Professor Jack Scharf, Director 
of the Counsel ing Divis ion. 
Perhaps the simplest thing to 
handle is the question of in-
formation; that is-finding out what 
the work is really Hke in different 
profess ions , what t h e .job 
possibnities ^arevaad how difficult-
or long college preparation is for 
specific careers. 
But there are other more dif-
ficult quesions that arise. Often a 
student finds it hard to really get 
in touch with himself and to 
fas 
rAe', 
is not aware o £ such as -parents* 
areas which the counselors are 
ready to work - through with 
students in order to help them 
better recognize their real wishes 
and talents and thus make positive 
choices. Vocational interest tests 
are also available if needed to help 
in this process. Dr. Scharf urges 
all students who would like to talk 
over career choice with a member 
of the Counseling Division to drop 
in to Room 1735, 360 Park Avenue 
South, or call 725-4458-for an 
appointment. 
Laser Pleaser 
In another galaxy colors are 
more intense, more vivid, brighter, 
" '.sun 
create cartwheels, whirlpools, and 
tornadoes of the purest, most 
wishes, confuse him, cause conflict 
and prevent him from making a 
good choice. Often students do not 
-give themselves enough time- to 
explore different areas or feel 
frightened and trapped if they 
- have made an early choice which 
L they no longer are happy with. 
Afl « f 
„ *ky,-while 
blue, green, red, gold, and yellow 
spiderwebs explode like meteors in 
a .rainbow' world. 
This rainbow world is 
"Lasjerinm: A Cosmic Laser Light 
Concert" now at the American 
Museum—Hayden Planetarium, 
-BUtStreet and^Central Park W e s t 
Laserkrafs images are generated 
by a single, 1 watt krypton gas-
laser. The laser beam is combined 
with e lec tronics , . and optical 
devices f r o m Hay den's Ze i s s 
projector, and subsequent ly 
.beamed intoytfie* Planetarium's 
domed sky.<f 
With this operation the show's 
t w o engineer-art ist operators 
this planet. These images waltz 
with Johann Strauss's "The Blue" 
and rock to Billy Preston's "Space 
Race." Other supporting themes 
are "Fanfare for the Common 
Man" by Aaron Copland, "Time; 
Steps" from-"Clockwork Orange" 
and "Abaddon ' s B o l e r o " by 
Emerson, Lake, and-Palmer. 
• Since ti*e show is done "free 
form" no two performances are 
alike. Yet, each is worthwhile_and 
promises an evening of enjoyment 
and enrichment. Laserium creates 
new experiences every Friday and 
Saturday at 7:30 p.m., 9:00 p.m., 
and 10:30 p.m. Tickets are only 
$ 2 2 5 and are available at the Box 
Office or TAcketran outlets. 
. / > 
/' 
/ 
/ 
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O C T O B f i ? ! ! . 
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EIGN 
*1 
g There will be a 
meeting on 
Thursday, 
er 24 
in Room 1905 
360 P.A.S.. 
M 
«».. 
Important topics 
will be discussed 
so be present. 
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PSYCHOLOGY 
SOCIETY 
WILL HOLD 
ITS SECOND 
GENERAL 
MEETING 
of the 
1974 Fall Semester 
Tfiurs. Oct. 24 1^74 
12:00 24th St. Bldg. 
ALL STUDENTS 
WELCOME! 
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/ . Ed. Society Asks Help 
The E D U C A T I O N S O C I E T Y 
would like# to use this opportunity 
to inform you, the education 
;
~ student, of Its current program. 
One of the SOCIETY'S current 
projects is to find some solution to 
a dilemma that the majority of 
transfer students must facie in 
their first semester at Baruoh^-This 
dilemma is that the transfer 
student must register for his or her 
courses without knowing what 
courses will be accepted by 
Baruch. Even if thex student came 
from another branch of the City 
University and knows that ap-
proximately sixty-four (64) credits 
will be accepted, he or she must 
still deal with the horrible decision 
of deciding which courses are 
equivalent to Baruch courses. This 
is necessary because, on .-the 
average, twenty (20) to thirty (30) 
credits are accepted as electives or 
simply as blank credits which 
means that these courses can s o t 
b e . used to satisfy any of the 
requirements for graduation. 
Therefore, the EDUCATION 
SOCIETY 4s asking all transfer 
students to please donate a copy of 
your evaluation to the SOCIETY. 
On the back please write down the 
name of the school you transferred 
from (if it is not stated on the 
evaluation), your teaching 
specialization (if you are an 
education major), and the courses 
you registered for during your first 
semester at Baruch. You can leave 
this with the secretary in the 
education office "or you can put it 
in Professor Alston's mailbox. 
.This information is necessary 
because the SOCIETY plans to 
compile a comprehensive file, 
classified according to school as 
weO-as teaching specializations, 
that will inform the new transfer 
student of what courses have been 
accepted at Baruch and whether 
the courses have been accepted as 
equivalent courses, electives. or 
blank credits. 
The SOCIETY hopes that every 
; transfer student will leave ,a copy 
of his or her evaluation because it 
is one of the SOCIETY'S premises 
that it is the students' respon-
sibility to eliminate as many of the 
administrat ion's and faculty's 
blunders and hindrances to the 
s tudent as poss ible—the ad-
ministration and faculty can not or 
will not do it for us. 
This leads me to another 
problem that we as education 
students have. It is the matter of 
guidance . Many education 
s tudents have expressed their 
concern over the fact that the 
guidance office in the school of 
education is not always helpful. 
Therefore, the SOCIETY proposes 
to organize a corp of "Student 
Guidance Coordinators." These 
coordinators would be present at 
registration and at the required 
education meetings each semester. 
The SOCIETY, therefore, asks 
each student, especially juniors 
and seniors, who is interested in 
helping in this matter, to please 
leave your name and address with 
the secretary in the education 
office or put it in professor 
Alston's mailbox and please in-
c lude the words "Guidance 
Coordinators." This solution has 
been proposed because the vast 
majority of the questions and 
concerns expressed by your lower 
classmates have been expressed by 
you in the past; therefore, who is 
more qualified to be of some 
assistance than those students who 
have already gone through the 
system. The SOCIETY hopes that 
a larger number of students, in the, 
school of education wiill respond to 
this -request, for i f yotr do, the 
SOCIETY CAN then organize a 
buddy system at registration: one 
current student will be introduced 
to an entering student in order to 
assist the new student. 
Another . area where the 
SOCIETY needs your- help in-
volves this column. The SOCIETY 
believes it is unfair to everyone to 
have just one or two individuals 
write these articles. It has been 
suggested that a committee be 
responsible for the column. I t has 
also been proposed that the 
committee be limited to four 
members. This would mean that 
each committee member would be 
responsible for one article each 
month (this does not necessarily 
mean that each committee 
member would personally, write 
v:each article). However^j^Pusual, 
The size and function of every 
committee is always subjectto any 
revisions endorsed at any of the 
SOCIETY'S general meetings. 
Also, tif this society is to remain 
a v i a b l e , and worthwhile 
organization that will be 
meaningful and beneficial to you,, 
you the education student must 
-contribute. The SOCIETY needs 
your ideas and it needs to know 
your concerns, and^you problems 
with the administration, faculty, 
and classes. 
Therefore, please come to the 
next general meeting. It" i s im-~ 
perative that you attend"; this 
meeting because the officers of the 
SOCIETY^ will be elected. The 
next meeting will be on October 31 
at 12:30, and it will be held iis, the 
conference room located on -the 
10th floor of 315 Park Avenue 
South (in the education office). 
I hope mat you, the education 
student, will show more concern " 
and interest in yourself and your 
. organization tha%, your apathetic 
. peers in the School of Business 
Administration and the School- of 
Liberal Arts. See you Thursday, 
October 31 at 12:30 in the con-
ference room. 
££ 
The Retailing 
Society 
presents 
the 2nd annual 
FLEA MARKET 
ALLEY FAItt 
Wednesday, Oct. 30 
11 A M . to 3 P.M. 
IN THE 
Student Center Alley 
ALL ARE WELCOME 
To Buy and Sell 
Interested in sellinff call Jerry 
769-5257 (evWiings) 
J 5 
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Z.Z-C E D I T O R I A L B O A R D 
M I C H A E L J . F I S H B E I N 
N A N C Y B O W J K E H . . . . . 
R A L P H S I N G E R . . . . . . . 
E D I T O R - I N - C H I E F 
T 7 1 K A N A G I N G E D I T O R 
. . A S S O C I A T E E D I T O R 
E D I T O R I A L S T A F F 
H O W A R D H O C H R A D B U S I N E S S M A N A G E R 
S H A R O N B R O N E R F E A T U R E E D I T O R 
S T E V E N B A 5 J D E L L C H I E F P H p T O G R A P H E R 
N E W S A N D O F F I C E S T A F F 
E L I M A R K F I S H M A N , B O B G U I L I A N O , 
S T E V E K L E I N , M A R Y M A N N I N E , J O S E P H 
S U A R E Z , M I K E S U C H E R 
P u b l i s h e d w e e k l y d u r i n g tfc£ s c h o o l t e r m b y T I C K E R 
A S S O C I A T I O N of t h e B e r n a r d M . B a r u c h C o l l e g e of 
t h e C i t y U n i v e r s i t y o f N e w Y o r k . A d d r e s s a l l c o m m u n -
c a t i o n s t o T I C K E R , B o x 9 C , 137 E a s t 2 2 n d S t r e e t , 
N e w Y o r k , N e w Y o r k 1 0 0 1 0 — R o o m . 3 0 7 , S t u d e n t 
C e n t e r , T e l e p h o n e 4 7 7 - 7 7 3 0 . 
• <* •** f " " , j . . - J * ' 
E d i t o r i a l s d o n o t n e c e s s a r i l y r e p r e s e n t t h e o p i n i o n of 
t h e e n t i r e T I C K E R staff , T I C K E R A S S O C I A T I O N , 
t h e C o l l e g e , o r t h e U n i v e r s i t y . 
WAITING.-
Yes, Professor Word. Things really d o fall apart. Take the 
Student Government Elections, for example . Particularly, the 
Day Session Student Government Elections. 
For the very first t ime in five years (which is about t h e extent o f 
our collegiate memories) a D a y Session Student Government 
Elections Commit tee has had the distinctly pleasurable ex-
perience o f surmount ing the heretofore insurmountable: T h e 3 0 
percent obstacle imposed by Article 15.2 o f the By-laws o f the 
Board of Higher Education. The last t ime those responsible had 
looked at the writ ten ballots piled high on tables in the Oak 
Lounge, 3 8 percent o f those Day Session s tudents eligible to vote^ 
had indeed exercised their intermittantly inal ienable right to 
exercise their political prerogative. And our President, Clyde J. 
Wingfield, had been successfully relegated to presidential-type 
dut ies rather than mucking ashamedly around in t h e mucky , 
murky world o f Day Session; machiavell ianjsm. 
T h a t is a n accompl i shment for which we would have gladly 
crowed to anyone who would listen. It is altogether too un-
fortunate that we may not b e able to . engage in such 
melodramatic byplay as this . For it is rapidly becoming clear that 
not all of the b u m b l i n g Dicky Tucks , nor all o f the conniving 
Chuck Colsons have b e e n successfully imprisoned. Alas and 
alack. "Watergate , M y Watergate" seems not to b e a dying 
refrain. 
It now appears that we must consider t h e quest ion of 
"al legations" o f irregularities and abuses which have rapidly 
surrounded and c louded t h e final judgment . It n o w appears tha t 
the ult imate answers t o the tittilating quest ion, " W h o has w o n ? " 
must remain unclarified while the self-styled Powers That B e 
decide whether o r n o t t o overturn the elections o n t h e basis o f 
some odious trickster-type goings-on. 
If the foregoing sounds a bit heavy-handed or facetious, pardon 
us . But we cannot avoid the venomously oppressive- feelings o f 
rage and frustration at the awesome stupidity (there i s n o other 
word) o f a few fanatic student politicians w h o m a y very well have 
condemned us t o the elitist political j u d g m e n t s o f o n e m a n , 
President Clyde J. Wingf ie ld*The greed and t h e avarice which 
may have been demonstrated by those w h o could not keep their 
grubby hands off the democratic process m a y yet d o us 
irreparable harm. Consider the implication: If the S e c t i o n s 
Committee dec ides , in its infinite wisdom, that aflegations which 
have been lodged *re substantially true, we m a y very well b e 
robbed of d i e o p e accompl ishment which lifts u s above every 
other Day Session student body in the City University o f New 
York. 
W e earnestly hope- that the Elections Committee is a b l e to 
develop a viable remedy to the trouble into which a few impatient 
souls have cast its. W e earnestly hope that t h e Elections Com-
mittee call find a way to resolve this problem without destroying 
the mandate which we have c o m e so close, t o establishing. 
Should the Elect ions Committee dec idt that an untenable * 
compromise has occurred, then WJ* earnestly desire to see the 
guilty parties relegated to the harshest judgments of the Student-
Faculty Disciplinary Committee . 
In any event, w e wait. A n d we hope that something o f vafue*€an 
be salvaged from the debacle to which mere accusations have 
hurled us all-
Word 
This is an open letter t o all who 
read the flyer^laced in Jast week's. 
Ticker and distributed to the 
college community at large. (I .was 
one of the students concerned 
enough to get involved.) At . the 
time the flyers were.. made up 
"ALL" allegations were indeed 
true. The information came from 
highly reliable sources which 
cannot be disclosed at this point 
If these information sources were 
to be publicly announced some 
very" concerned" people would be 
placed in precarious positions; in 
jeopardy of their livelihoods. The 
entire Carl Word affair has now 
been settled. Prof. Word was 
granted a personal leave of ab-
sence and will be returning to 
Baruch at the end of this leave. A 
substitute has been found to carry 
on the course. 
The problem we as students now 
have to face is seeing that 
Psychology 90 .6 , Black 
Psychology, will become as per-
manent as Psychology 1, 
Introduction to Psychology. -No 
Psychology Department can 
propose to offer students a liberal 
education in psychology without 
including Black Psychology. A 
petition will be circulating for 
those interested in getting Black 
Psychology permanently affixed to 
the general curriculum. The only 
way" students can have a say in 
what happens with their education 
»is to voice their opinions . 
Remember this kind of thing can 
happen at anytime with any 
course!!! ^ 
Respectfully, 
Alma Brundage 
Concerned Students Assn. 
Program. I feel that a program as 
complex as this must constantly be 
refined to mainta in its ef-
fectiveness. The hearings will be 
publicly announced and y o u r 
participation would be more than 
welcome. ^However, should you 
wash to contact us sooner, please 
communicate your ideas, com* 
plaints and suggestions to the 
Select Committee on Higher 
Education 
Room 842 
Legislative Office Building 
Albany, New York 12224 
Cordially yours, 
Peter J. Costigan, 
Chairman 
P/F 
Curricular 
Thanks 
To the Editor: Since school is 
now in session and your newspaper 
is again being widely read, I want 
to make known my appreciation to 
all the students'who participated 
in the development and passage of 
the Tuition Assistance - Program. 
The vital concern exhibited in this 
legislation by students throughout 
the State impressed me as being 
an example of justified self-
interest in a program which, if 
passed, would have' far-reaching 
effects on their lives and their 
families'; however, it was more 
than that. It was also a willing 
dialogue winch can and should 
occur between legislators and 
citizens. I am grateful to everyone 
who/took part in that dialogue. 
. / T h e Select Commit tee on 
/Higher Educat ion , which 
originated TAP, hopes to hold 
several hearings early next year in 
order to solicit suggestions for 
improving theTuit ion Assistance 
Ms. Selma Berrol 
Asst. Dean for 
Guidance 
Baruch College 
Dear Ms. Berrol: 
The Baruch College Bulletin states 
that students who wish to exercise 
their option to receive a pass or fail 
grade must do so "no later than 
the third week of the semester. " I 
have always interpreted this to 
mean until the end of the third 
week. Obviously, I misinterpreted 
this statement because, the school 
calendar lists the deadline as 
October 8, which is before the end 
of the third week. 
I think an inconsistency such as 
this is unfair to students because it 
places on us an addit ional 
responsibil i ty t o double -check 
information given at one place in a 
school publication against" that 
given in another publication, or 
even at another place in the same 
publication. This _ responsibility, 
no doubt, becomes a matter of 
routine 'to upper c la s smen . 
However, in the case of freshmen, 
expecially. entering freshmen for 
whom transition from high school 
to college is already onerous in it-
self, this is a burden they should 
be spared. 
I'm aware of and concerned about 
die high drop-out rate among 
freshmen. Every effort should be 
made to minimize all then* dif-
ficulties that are not a measure of 
their capacity to shoulder college 
work-
Very truly yours; 
Christopher Niles 
Dear Sir 
Every year, just before election 
tune the mimeograph machines 
and xerograph machines at 
Baruch begin working overtime 
grinding out a myriad of tacky 
election posters. At about the 
same time the custodial staff of 
Baruch must also begin working 
election posters are in-
signjricant because there are so 
many of them that we all stop 
reading them about the time that 
they begin to. overlap in the halls. 
What IS signifieantis^that Baruch— 
begins to look like Madison 
Square Garden after a For-
man/Ali fight 
Walls and halls are plastered 
with ugly, unimaginative scraps of 
paper. My feelings are strong on 
this matter: any student who cares 
so little about the appearance o f 
his or her school doesn't deserve 
to win any election! 
S.Kohn 
Justice? 
Dear Editor: -
Organized systematic disap-
pearance of -registered mail 
(complete with return receipts) 
and other miraculous legaT 
happenings are now common 
occurrence a t the NY State 
Supreme Court and Kings County 
Surrogate Court . These new 
'public services' are now instantly 
available for a reasonable 'service 
charge*. 
American postal authorities in 
New York and Washington are 
currently invest igat ing this 
arresting development in free , 
enterprise and market research. 
Further details available from: 
James H. Jarvis, Manager 
US Postal Admin Services 
New York, NY 10001-(Rm 3019) 
John R. Harpold 
US Postal Service; 
Washington, D C 20260 
who will also introduce you to the 
latest judic ia l and clerical 
techniques of referring to generous 
quantities of neo-existent previous 
correspondence as a means to 
cover up unauthorized market 
research activities. 
Also see Kings County 
Surrogate Ct File No 5366-1973. 
The New York Son of 
"  Watergate Scandal will take place 
on Thursday, November 7 at 9:30 
AM at Kings County Surrogate 
Court (2 Johnson Street, 
Brooklyn). 
Star witnesses will include above 
postal officials as well as 
-Hon Frank Gulotta, Presiding 
Justice NY State Supreme Ct 
-Rowland F. Kirks, Director - US 
Courts Admin Office Supreme 
Court Bldg, Washington 
- Lewis Orgel, Clerk - US District 
Court, Brooklyn 
As a direct result of this scandal 
certain high ranking judges, court 
officials and court clerks in two 
courts will quietly vanish and join 
Spiro Agnew to become eminent 
novelists, retire to California and 
apply for Free Pardons, or enter 
the Foreign Legion. 
Sidney Simon 
London NW 5 
Counseling; Offered 
like to know that 
available 
at 
Would yon 
counseling 
without cost to all 
Baruch? This include 
from Freshmen t o Graduate 
students in Day and Evening. Bom 
individual and group counseling 
are offered. 
You might apply for counseling 
^when you fed: 
_j—I don't know what I want to be. 
—I have no deep _ friend sh i ps. 
—I don't like what I am majoring 
in now but don't .know what td 
choose. 
—I wish I had someone-to date 
regularfy. 
feel lonely cat off from 
on exams. 
—I'd like to move out on my own 
but I'm frightened. 
—I get along well in groups but 
don't do so well in one-to-one 
relationships. 
—My mind becomes a blank on 
date*. ^ 
Counseling is voluntary and 
confidential. It ^ providing a 
situation where you can talk things 
over as you try to arrive at your 
own decisions. 
A number of counse l ing 
psychologists are available in the 
Division of Counseling, 360 Park 
Avenue South. The offices are on 
the 17th floor, Room 1735. The 
telephone number is 725-4458,9. 
The office is open every weekday 
between 9 am and 5 pm and 
appointments can be made in 
person or by-calling. The evening 
session hours are Tuesday and 
Wednesday, 5 to 8 pm. 
_ Please feel free to make an 
appointment and talk over any 
problem you may have with one of 
our psychologists. 
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Petunias 
by B R A D FERGUSON 
It was quiet in the Student 
Center. T h e cleaning personnel 
had—already-gone through ""the 
bui ld ing , emptying " the 
wastebaskets and mopping the 
stairways; the students had left for 
home, and the staff had gone to 
Molly Malone's to try and forget 
the miserable day they'd had. 
No one was inside—except for 
one man. He sat in his third floor 
office, surrounded by the gloom, 
staring at asmali-box of dirt out of 
which grew a tiny green stem. 
From time to time, he mopped the 
sweat from his brow, his eyes never 
leaving the box. Had anyone been 
present, they would have noticed 
the man's intense, almost physical 
concentration. 
The man was Roy Senour, Dean 
of Students. He watched the box 
and prayed. 
"Oh, Great Pumpkin," he 
chanted, "I've been good all year. 
I know that you always appear to 
the person with t h e best pumpkin 
patch, but tins is all I could find 
on such short notice, and it wasn't 
my fault anyway. Please give me 
credit. Oh Great Pumpkin, please 
rise out of my little pumpkin patch 
and grant me my wish." 
Nothing happened, and it was 
nearing midnight. Soon Halloween 
would be over, and Dr. Senour 
would have to wait another .year 
for the Great Pumpkin. "Please, 
Great Pumpkin!" beseeched the 
Dean, "You did nice things for me 
last year. You let me get tenure 
and you saw me through the Bruse 
thing. All I'm asking for this year 
is a 'motorcycle and a rent 
decrease. Please!" _ 
There was a knock at the door! 
His little.heart. jpimrjing.for joy, 
Roy ran over to unlock it. 
There stood Clyde Wingfield. 
"Roy, what th' hail you dora* heah 
this time o' night? A h got a report 
tbet someone busted inta yoah 
office agin, an' Ah thought hit was 
those TICKER punks. Ah wanted 
to ketch 'em red'handed, an- all 
Ah find is a red face." 
"But , Pres ident Wingf ie ld , 
you're destroying the karma!" 
Dean Senour looked worried. 
"Whut?" 
"The Great Pumpkin is going to 
be here any minute, and if you 
mess things up, I just don't know 
what I 'm^oing to del" 
The President looked at the box 
of dirt. "Whufs thet thang?" 
"Thafs my pumpkin patch. 
The Great pumpkin comes out of 
H." 
"Roy, you feeiuf alright? Last 
yeah get f y a h ? -
'Tra fine, tbaakyoa," answered 
Dr. Senour shakSy. "Just nervous. 
see, the Great Pumpkin is 
important to me. Every year 
" out of my pumpkin 
ants me a wish. Last 
year I wished that TICKER and 
Bruse would go away, and sure 
enough, they h a d ' ^ o n e by 
February. This year I'm wishing 
for a motorcycle and a rent 
decrease." 
"Why d'yuh want diet? There 
>v^are ways—"
 s. 
Dr. Senour looked perplexed. 
"No, no, no! If the Great Pumpkin 
is going to come here at alL i f 11 
only be because I've been good! If 
I've been bad, my pumpkin patch 
will wittier away and the Great 
Pumpkin will never come again!" 
"Oh, Ah see. Roy, evuh think of 
a nice, long vacation? Say at 
Creedmore?" The Pres ident 
walked over to the pumpkin-patch 
box. "This neah's the silliest crap 
Ah've evuh seen. Yoah a grown-up 
man. Stop this heah nonsense and 
git on home, Roy. 
"But, President Wingfield—--" 
At that point, the Metropolitan 
Life Tower toiled midnight. As the 
chimes rang, a fog seemed to lift 
from the small box, a fog that took 
shape and form. 
— Dr. Senour was jumping up and 
down in his excitement "You see? 
You see? The Great Pumpkin is 
here! He came after all her, if 
you've been good, Pres ident 
Wingf ie ld , maybe the Great 
Pumpkin will give yon something, 
too!" 
" H m m m . " The Pres ident 
thought about it. "Okey, Roy, 
'Ah'll ride along with this one. 
Ah've done it befoah." The fogi 
coalesced into a tall, scarecrow 
figure with the head of a pumpkin, 
_ its. eyes, and -mouth cut out. of the 
rind, a strange light illuminating 
its features from within. It was 
dressed in a long robe of blade and 
gold, which shimmered in the 
reflected glow. 
The Metropolitan Life Tower 
ceased tolling. "Sorry F m late, 
Roy," said the Great Pumpkin, 
"but I've just been to San 
Clemente. He had a long tist this 
year, and he wanted to yell at me 
about last year, and the Secret 
Service wanted to frisk me again— 
-anyway, it was a mess. What can I 
do for you this year? Have you 
been good?" 
Dr. Senour smiled broadly. 
"Yes, O Great Pumpkin. And I 
want to thank you for the good 
things you did for me last year, 
too. Everything worked out swelL 
By the way, this is my friend, Clyde 
Wingfield. He's my boss, and he 
believes in you, too." 
"Ah sure as hail do now," 
added the President "How are 
yuh, Pumpkin?" 
I'm fine, Clyde," thank you and 
call -me Great Pumpkin." The 
Great Pumpkin turned his at-
tention to Dr. Senour. "Now, Roy, 
what is it you want this year?" >• 
"A motorcycle and a rent 
decrease, O Great Pumpkin. Can 
you do it?" 
"Sure. January alright?" 
"Fine. Thank you, O Great 
Pumpkin." 
The Great Pumpkin turned to 
President Wingfield. "Clyde, I can 
see you're new at this, so I'm going 
to ignore your disrespect at the 
beginning. I shall grant you a 
wish, too." 
President Wingfield thought 
and thought Then he said, 
" H A R V A R D ! " so loud the 
windows rattled. 
"You want Harvard? AH of it?" 
asked the Great Pumpkin , 
puzzled. "Why?" 
"Why th* hail not?" responded 
the President cleverly. 
The Great Pumpkin rose in 
anger. "One does not ask the 
Great Pumpkin for trivia, nor 
does one act flippantly toward the 
Great Pumpkin!" His cutout eyes 
flashed with anger. " D o you think 
I work for you? How the hell can 
you treat me like that?" The Great 
Pumpkin started to dissipate into 
fog. "I tell you this—all shall be 
rearranged, to teach you a lesson! 
I will change the course of history, 
and you will learn respect! And 
Roy, because he's your friend, 
you're screwed too. I'm cancelling 
this year's wishes and I'm never 
coming back, even if you get a 
bigger box to keep your silly shit 
pumpkin patch in. Farewell!" The 
Great Pumpkin completed his 
transformation into fog, and" the 
cloud thus formed rolled back into 
the small box, there to disappear 
^completely. 
* * * 
"Do you notice anything dif-
ferent like, say, a chill or 
something?" asked Roy Senour of 
Clyde Wingfield. 
"Not a damn thang, Roy, an' 
thefs a fact" 
Roy Senour scratched his chin. 
"I wonder what the Great 
Pumpkin has in mind?" 
"Ah don't care, Roy. Now whut 
say you clean up the Oak Lounge, 
an' Ah'll do the Marble Lounge, 
an' we'll meet for coffee at 7:30?" 
"Sounds good, Clyde." In their 
new green uniforms with 
B A R U C H COLLEGE MAIN-
TENANCE on the shirt pocket 
they separated and went off to do 
the job they'd been doing for three 
years. 
The Accounting Society 
will have the pleasure of presenting 
MR.LANSNER 
: OF THE OFFICE OF 
CAREER COUNSELING & PLACEMENT 
His Topic of Discussion Will Be 
' 'JOB PROSPECTS -1975 
FOR ACCOUNTING MAJORS" 
- DATEiTHURS., OCT. 24,1974 
BOOM: 913 - MAIN BUILDING 
TIME: 12:15 
Refreshments Will Be Served 
The Christian 
Club will be 
meeting every 
Thursday 
during club 
hours 
from 1 2 - 2 
at 360 PAS 
Room 1864 
All students and 
faculty members 
are invited 
Romans 8 : 1 , 2 
_by Tarham MacNalr ._' 
Various periods of history have 
received names: for example, the 
Renaissance, the Reformation, the 
Enlightenment. The period in 
which we live could most aptly be 
named the Age of Human Sur-
vivaK?). Or,' perhaps,, the Age of 
Human Survival or* Extinction. 
For the Human Race is beset by 
problems which treaten its an-
nihilation. We are rapidly 
polluting the air and poisoning the 
water and destroying the land and 
recklessly consuming the scarce 
and nonrenewable resources of 
this vulnerable planet. And now 
we find we're destroying the 
protective layer of ozone in the 
upper atmosphere by H-bomb 
blasts and spray "cans! And 
plutonium is being found in the 
roots of plants. And. we are 
overpopulating it disastrously 
s ince—unless the growth is 
checked and the populat ion 
reduced—the other problems 
cannot be solved. (If we are in 
trouble now, what wiH we do when 
the population has doubled—as it 
is scheduled to, unless prevented, 
by the end of this century!) 
Furthermore, we are doing all 
this so fast that time has become 
an element in itself—the all-
important element. Ecolbgists tell 
us that we have but a short time 
before these problems become 
insoluble and that unless they are 
solved human history from now on 
will be measured in "decades, not 
in centuries or hald-centuries": 
eg . , that the oceans will be dead in 
thirty years (at the present rate of 
pollution) and that Humanity will 
soon follow the oceans since they 
supply 70 percent to 90 percent of 
the earth's oxygen. So little time! 
So much to do! 
It would seem that Marxists and/ 
Christians alike would do well to 
revise their timetables and their 
strategies. Christians have, except 
for certain minor sects whose 
theologies envisage cataclysms, 
looked forward to creating a 
Kingdom of Heaven on earth by a 
process of gradualism (changing 
one soul after another) over a 
period of how many thousands of 
years? And Marxists have thought 
of the historical era—100 years? 
500 years? And now—30 years? 40 
years? 50 years? 
It becomes very clear that no 
nation can solve these -lethal 
problems by itself. No matter what , 
steps the U.S. takes to eliminate 
pollution of air and water, they 
will be useless unless the British, 
Germans, French, Soviets, 
Chinese; e t c take similar steps. It 
is obvious, then, that the problems 
are global and can be solved only 
on a global basis. 
In fact, it becomes clear that 
human survival is possible only if 
we make this One Earth withOne 
Family, the Human Family, living 
on it and using all its brains, 
energy and resources collectively 
and cooperatively to make and 
keep the Planet viable. 
Obviously, this requires 
enormous quantities of; sociat~ 
change both internationally and 
domestically ,in each country. It 
means, also* that every institution, 
custom, habit" and mode of 
operation must be in line with the 
above or must give way- to those 
that are conduehw to snrvivaL 
War must go—all wars since 
they could escalate to hydrogen 
warfare and the destruction of 
Humanity. Even if wars should 
remain "conventional," they are 
enormously destructive of the 
already scarce materials (to say 
nothing of human life). Fur-
thermore, wars must go since, if 
we continue fighting, we are 
postponing and making more 
difficult the cooperation which is 
essential to survival. 
Armaments and preparations 
for war must go, since they use up 
scarce resources and brains that 
are required for survival. We 
cannot afford to waste our 
scientists on more and more 
deadly- means of - destruction. 
Science and all the scientists must 
be organized for the purpose of 
finding solutions to our problems. 
Imperialism must go for kin-
dred reasons. And racism. A n d 
sexism. And competition (aside 
from competition in sports, games, 
etc) for any purpose except 
promotion of the welfare of all. 
You say it can't be done?. Then 
you've just condemned the Human 
Race to death. 
'.%W 
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Puerto Ricans 
_ for Involvement, 
Development and 
Enlightenment 
GENERAL MEETING 
Thursday, October 24 
Time: 1215 -1:45 
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What To Do... 
" • . . -•-.' .that -is- free or minimally 
pricel^byer^:£6e~ next few weeks. 
Tickets' for: events sponsored by 
the Department of Student 
Personnel Services are available in 
the lobby of the Student Center, 
137 E. 22nd Street. Phone 725-
3055. 
NOW thru the end of frost: The 
winter schedule at SKY RINK is 
in effect There will be ice skating 
every night from 8:30 to 10:45, 
with matinees on Wednesday, 
. Saturday, and Sunday afternoons 
from 3:00 to 5:15. Evening ad-
mission is $3 and matinee ad-
mission is $2.50. Skate rental is 
$1.25-:Sky\Rink is located at 450 
West&rtf Street, two blocks west 
of Penn Station. For information 
call 565-2020. 
OCT. 26: JOE ^ \ & H AND 
BARNSTORM and their guests, 
GOLDEN^ .^EARRING,, will 
perform at 8:00 p.m. and 11:30 
p. m. at the 14thStreet Academy of 
Music. Tickets are $5.50 and 6.50. 
Tickets are available at Ticketron 
(541-7290), and at the Box Office 
on the day of performance only. 
OCT. 26: Pass an- unforgettable 
evening with soloist ALEXIS 
WEISSENBERG and the 
BOSTON SYMPltONY at 8:00 
p.m. at CARNEGIE HALL. The 
program inclndes the Chopin 
Piano Concerto No. 1. 
' OCT. 27:-Music scores, programs, 
prints, and many other unique 
items/are on sale at the third 
annual GIANT BAZAAR at the 
> Xifett*s9^ ax»d~ Museum - a£ _~Be*-, 
yforming Arts at LINCOLN 
CENTER.....-; 11 * Amsterdam 
Avenue, from 11 a.m. to -7 p.m. 
.Admission is.$JL 
OCT. 27: Don't miss HERBIE 
MANN AND THE FAMILY OF 
MANN in the Second Annual 
FAMILY OF MANN CONCERT. 
Sunday, 8:00 p.m. at AVERY 
FISHER HALL. Tickets are $7.50, 
6.50, 5.50, and 5.00 at the Box 
Office (TR 4-2424) or Ticketron 
(541-7290). 
OCT. 28: CHICAGO will appear 
at MADISON SQUARE GAR-
DEN, Monday night at 8:00 p»m. 
Tickets are $8.50, 7.50, and 6.50 at 
the Box Office (564-4400) or 
Ticketron (541-7290). 
OCT. 29: ELECTRA-^XJeorge 
-Arkas, based on the ^ Sjjjpfcocles 
classic opens at the GREEK.'''ART 
THEATER, One Sheridan 
Square. • .. ^< -.. 
OCT. 30: Merry Old England 
comes to Baruch. THE 
NATIONAL SHAKESPEARE 
THEATRE presents TWO 
GENTLEMEN OF VERONA in 
the MAIN AUDITORIUM, 
Wednesday at 7:30 p.m. Tickets 
are free for Baruch students with 
I.D., $1.00 for faculty with I.D., 
and $2.50 for the general public. 
OCT. 31: Halloween can be a real 
treat if you spend it with FRANK 
ZAPPA AND THE MOTHERS 
OF INVENTION at the FELT 
FORUM at 8:00 p.m. and ri:30 
p.m. Tickets, available at the box 
office and Ticketron, are $7.50 
and 6.50. « 
OCT. 31-NOV. 3: For four cdays 
The Village will be enhanced with 
THE GREENWICH VILLAGE 
/ ANTIQUES SHOW AND SALE. 
Located "at the "Greenwich House 
Settlement, 27 Barrow Street, the 
show will feature collections of 
American European, Asian, and 
Oriental antiques. 
NOV. 1: THE FELT FORUM 
presents VAN MORRISON with 
special-^uest TERRY REED on 
Friday at 7:00 p.m. and 11:00 p.m. 
For ticket information see OCT. 
31. 
NOV. 1, 2 & 3: DAVID BOWIE 
in concert Friday, Saturday, and 
Sunday at 8:00 p.m. at RADIO 
CITY MUSIC HALL. All seats 
reserved. Tickets are $12.50,10.50. 
and 7.50. Tickets are on sale now 
at the Box Office (CI 6-4600) and 
at Ticketron (541-7290). No mail 
orders. 
NOV. 2 & 3: KRIS KRISTOF-
FERSON with special guest star 
RITA COOUDGE. Saturday and 
Sunday, 8:00 p.m., at Avery Fisher 
Hall. Tickets, available at Box 
Office CTR 4-2424) and Ticketron 
(541-7290) are priced at $7.50, 
6.00, 5.50, 5.00, and 4.00. 
NOV. 5r AVERY FISHER HAEL 
presents LINDA RONSTADT 
with guest LIVINGSTON 
TAYLOR on Tuesday night at 
8:00 p.m, Tickets are $6.50, 6.00, 
5.50, and <5.00. For ticket in-
formation see Nov. 2. 
NOV. 12-FEB. 16: The NEW 
YORK CITY BALLET celebrates 
its 61st New York Season at 
the NEW YORK STATE 
THEATER. Performances include 
the NUTCRACKER and DON 
QUIXOTE. Tickets range from 
$2.95 to $9.95. Mail orders are 
accepted. For information call TR 
7-4727. 
ELTON JOHN 
WERE LOOKING FOR A JOB 
HE WOULD ATTEND THE LECTURE BY 
DONNA MARDEN 
BARUCH'S CAREER COUNSELOR 
THURSDAY, OCT. 24 
12:15 P.M. 
ROOM 007 
24TH STREET 
- ?A : " Sponsored by 
COMPUTER & QUANTITATIVE 
METHODS SOCIETY 
Refreshments Will Be Served!! 
THEATRE 
Sgt Pepper Promoted 
To A Rock Musical 
New York—In a major rock-
theatrical production-develop-
ment, The Robert Stigwood 
Organization will present the rock 
spectacle "Sgt Pepper's Lonely 
Hearts Club Band On The Road," 
with music and lyrics by John 
Lennon and Paul McCartney. 
The theatrical spectacle, which 
has a cast of 32, will have its New 
York opening at the recently 
restored - Beacon. Theatre 
(Broadway and 74th Street) on 
Nov. 14 for a four week 
engagement following its premiere 
at the Bushnell Memorial 
Auditorium in Hartford, Conn., 
Nov. 4-10. Following its New York -
engagement, Jie show; will con-
tinue on its national tour playing 
in—Philadelphia, Chicago, 
Baltimore and other major cities. 
To be jKoduced by Robert 
Stigwood in association with 
Scarab and Brian Avnet, "Sgt. 
Pepper" will be directed by Tom 
O'Horgan, based' on an original 
idea and story line by O'Horgan 
and Robin Wagner who will also 
be the set designer. Randy Barcelo 
has been set as costume designer. 
O'Horgan, Wagner and Barcelo 
have previously been associated 
with the hit stage production of 
"Lenny" and "Jesus Christ, 
Superstar" and O'Horgan has also 
been represented in the theatre by 
MUSIC 
the* legendary production of 
"Hair". 
Other creative artists include 
Jules Fisher, lighting design; Abe 
Jacob, sound consultant; and 
Gordon Harrell, orchestration and 
music direction. 
The Beacon Theatre box office 
opens Oct. 28. Mail orders will be 
accepted beginning im-
mediately., "Sgt Pepper" will 
contain 28 Lennon-McCartney 
songs, including those on the "Sgt 
Pepper" and Abbey Road" 
albums plus a few additions. 
The all-music, all-singing, all-
d ancing production, which 
coincides with the Beatles Tenth 
Anniversary, will tell of the ad-
ventures - of Billy Shears as he ,. 
makes his way towards that elusive 
goal, rock stardom. All the other 
characters in the production have 
been gleaned from the lyrics of the 
songs. * 
Mr. Wagner said that the set 
designs include gigantic props, 
lights, giant helium-filled balloons 
upon which various lighting effects 
and pictures may be projected. 
The set has been constructed in 
such a way as to be easily deflated, 
moved and reinflated and thus 
suits every theatre in the country. 
Mr. O'Horgan said that he 
believes "Sgt Pepper" will mark 
the "beginning of a new kind of 
entertainment, combining the 
elements of theatre,, opera * and 
rock concerts in a novel way." 
"Such productions could 
provide the much needed alter-
native to the theatre," he added, 
"which sadly does not appeal to a 
large youthful audience and to 
rock concerts which are even now 
striving towards a more theatrical 
approach within their
 f frame-
work." 
The selection of the Beacon 
Theatre is due to the fact that it is 
one of the-gretit movie palaces in 
the city, and has recently been 
restored to the former rococco 
glamour of the late '20*s, and fits 
the theatrical dynamics of' the 
spectacular production. -• ~ 
Steven Singer and Steve Metz 
will present the
 /show at die 
Beacon with Howard.Dando as 
Associate Presenter. 
The Robert Stigwood 
Organization, which presented -the 
original concert, album and 
touring company of "Jesus Christ, 
Superstar," as well as having co-
produced with Universal Pictures 
the film version of the presen-
tation, is currently co-producing 
the film version of the rock opera 
"Tommy," which will be 
distributed jn the U.S. and 
Canada by Columbia Pictures. 
Crotchety Croce Fan 
by Aubrey Mitchell 
As an avid Jim Croce fan (you 
may find this hard to believe* but I 
liked him before he died), I take 
exception to your article: 
You credit Mr. Croce's success 
to "a couple of lucky breaks." His 
talent obviously escapes you. You 
then proceed to claim, "Bad Bad 
Leroy Brown" is simply a name 
change of "Don't Mess With Jim". 
Again, you obviously haven't 
listened to both songs or simply 
can't appreciate, eacfci song's in-
dividuality. * -. v . 
You seem to object to ABC-
Dunhffi^Telease of "I Got A 
Name," the album he recorded 
-one Week before his death. To have 
withheld this album would ghave 
been to deny his fans and the 
music industry a beautiful album 
containing some of his best work. 
The fact that the album and 
singles released after his death 
were so successful is attribute to 
his talent and not a rip-off. No one 
was forced to buy the records or 
albums. The "lack" of safes of 
^Working At The Carwash Blues" 
is attributable to the fact that 
people's taste in music differs. 
To further clarify your "facts," 
Jim-Corce did not win a Grammy 
Award, he was nominated for one. 
As far as- the executives' handling 
of his death at ABC-Dunhill as 
compared to the handling of the 
deaths of Mama Cass and Bobby 
Darin, again, I take exception to 
your point A fjew weeks after 
Bobby Darin died, Motown 
Records released a Bobby Darin 
Memorial Album? -It contained a 
collection of some poorly recorded 
new songs and some old songs. 
That album was truly a rip-off. 
I wonder how you would 
"rationalize" Jim Croce's success 
if he were alive today: I wish Jim 
Croce had left more of his music 
behind. I feel cheated. 
TDC 
Baruch students have the 
opportunity to see Anthony 
Newley and Henry Mancini in 
concert at the Uris Theatre for 
only $3.00 a ticket The dates of 
the shows are Tuesday November 
5, Wednesday' November 6, and 
Thursday .November 7, and the 
tickets can be bought in Room 104 
of the Student Center from Mrs. 
Estelle Ross or the desk in the 
Center Lobby. The Uris is located 
at 51st Street West of Broadway 
Also, Discount Tickets f< 
Cinema S Movie Theaters can 
picked up in the Student Center 
Lobby. 
Reduced price tickets will be on 
sale for The Fifth Dimension, also 
at the Uris, and also for $3.00 a 
ticket The dates of these shows 
are December 3, 4, and 5. They 
also can be bought in Room 104 or 
the Center Lobby, at 137 East 
22nd Strett ~ 
Signs announcing^/ coming 
events for which reduced price 
tickets may be purchased are 
placed on the board above the 
jins in the-lobby of the 
Building, and on the 
in the lobby of the 
Student Center, 137 East 22nd 
Street 
OCTOBER 22,1974 TICKER PAGET 
CINEMA 
ication, Anytme? Insanely funny, outrageous and irreverent." „. -PLAYBOY MAGAZINE 
by STEVEN KOHN 
THE ABDICATION. (Warner 
Brothers) Directed by Anthony 
Harvey. Produced by Robert Fryer 
and James Cresson. Screenplay by 
Ruth Wolff, based on her play. 
Director of Photography, Geoffrey ' 
Unsworth, B.S.C. Starring: Peter 
V Finch, Liv Ullmam» and Cyril 
Cusack. Running Time: 103 
minutes. MPAA Rating: "PG" 
• The talents of director Anthony 
Harvey flicker and waver with 
each film like the eternal flame, 
but unlike the flame the talent 
may not be eternal i f we are to 
judge by this latest^iodge-podge. 
Mr. Harvey has directed, among 
others, "Lion In Winter," x 
"Dutchman," and "They Might 
Be Giants." Commercially" 
speaking, Mr. Harvey's biggest 
success to date has been the 
Kather ine H e p b u r n / P e t e r 
O'Tooie film although the best 
film was "They Might Be Giants" 
which starred Joanne Woodward 
and George C ; Scott 
THE ADBICATION is the story 
of Queen Christina's abdication of 
• the Swedish throne, in the first 
quarter of the 16th Century, and 
her conversion to Catholicism. We 
are led to believe that having been 
severely confined to the role of 
queen since the age of six 
(Christina is now 25) has forced 
the poor lady to repress all of her 
yearnings to be free. She loves to 
run through fields, hunt and go 
horseback riding. She also has a 
distinctly masculine.bearing which 
worries her enough to ask a friend 
if she can hade in a dark corner of 
her room when she has an en-
counter with her boyfriend. This 
experience, we are further asked to 
... beheve, causes such- a violent 
reaction that the 4}ueen refuses to . 
marry and bear children. 
The role of Christina is played 
by the most talented of actresses' 
Liv Utimann. Shabbily dressed in' 
riding pants and boots she 
unexpectedly arrives in The 
Vatican. She assumes, with all of 
her (ex-)royal prerogatives, that 
she will be granted an immediate 
audience with the Pope. ^She is 
surprised to learn that the entire 
Council of Cardinals expects a 
complete interrogation (to be led 
by Cardinal Azzolina/Peter Finch) 
before they will welcome her into, 
Catholicism and grant her an 
audience with the now dying Pope. 
It is with the daily ritual of the 
examination that the entire 
picture falls apart The Cardinal's 
questions are answered with such 
a tossed-off giibness that they take 
on the pace of the dialogue in a 
film like "All About Eve"—a 
question-and-answer, > question-
and- answer clip. Furthermore 
there is barely a scene in the film 
that is uninterrupted with a switch 
to some concomitant action or to a 
flashback. Mr. Harvey obviously 
believes that the screenplay is not 
descriptive enough ' or that the 
audience is not imaginative 
enough to capture the drama 
of .the narrative. 
Finally we are asked for a total 
suspension . of disbelief . as 
Christina falls in love with tile 
Cardinal. Murky, murky soap! 
AndSTELL further each scene is 
so filled with smoke, smog, mist 
and haze that you'll think that you 
stumbled into a Jack LaLane 
sauna. 
The gimmicks used by Mr. 
Harvey are so cheap^and obvious 
that both screenplay and acting 
stand no chance of surviving. Ms. 
UUman has never been as suc-
cessful in American language 
films as in her native language, 
but she nevertheless manages to 
shine through, but in THE AB-
DICATION she is simply buried. 
The results are horrifying. Ms. 
• Wolff's screenplay is murky and 
confused, Mr. Unsworth's 
photography is obvious, Mr. 
Hafvey'sdirectionis bad and Nino 
("The Godfather") Rota's music 
score is loud" and 
schmaltzy/dramatic : 
~ I saw THE ABDICATION on the 
evening of the very same day that I 
saw Ms. Ullmann in "Scenes From 
A Marriage." I am simply 
devastated.! -
Cubans, Si 
byPatDeLftca 
Being of Cuban Italian descent I 
was a bit apprehensive about 
looking into the Cuban Society. 
Besides the fact that I am not all 
Cuban, I do not speak nor un-
derstand the language to a great 
extent But my curiosity overrode 
my sense of not belonging. I was 
anxious to meet another Cuban 
besides my mother. It took all the 
guts I could muster to attend their 
meeting last Thursday. I walked 
I into the room and I was com-
pletely overcome by the wave of 
warm friendliness that surrounded 
me. Even if one had been in the 
advanced stages of leprosy, one 
still would have felt welcome. 
Besides the wine and cheese 
there to satisfy your hunger, there 
were people, good people, there to 
satisfy your need to belong, with a 
pat on the back and a warm Latin 
smile. I encourage anyone of any 
'nationality to come and join us. It 
"will be for you as it was for me a 
rewarding experience in just being 
human. 
• » i . » 
•55 
3 
S ! 
The Office of College Relations 
Needs Experienced 35 mm 
photographers to cover college 
events. And, experienced 
sports photographer/reporters 
far coverage of evening and 
afternoon intercollegiate 
sports. Hourly pay and film 
supplied. Contact Mr. Charles 
Bernstein, Office of College 
Relations, Room 530, 
155 E . 24th Street; Ext . 3355. 
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MUSIC FOR AtX^OdCAStOKS 
EDDIE :^ :.-- BLAZE 
•'-~~ • -:kV**#E MEW BAND" .;'•'• " 
k FfiATUIVNG JOYCE 
-•t'-r" ::::': tfttS-74123 '- '•-•-, . •=•-
•mL-oy-^^ 
ross Country & 
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FAItt 
COFFEE SHOP 
H10 East 23rd St. 
Hornet of the Juicy 
Leanburger, Pride 
of Our House, 
served many 
\ \ ways. Specialties 
ar^Sunches and~J 
Dinners. Catering 
on your premises 
or ours. Private 
Dining Room up to 
lOO People.
 t 
Free Delivery. 
PHONE 777-7520 
19-40, and 
22-36 whnV losing to 
Stony Brook, 32-25 in dual meets 
at Van Cortlandt Park, Oct 12. 
The victories gave Baruch an 8-
1 mark thereby surpassing die 
school record of seven wins in a 
season act last year when the team 
posted its first winning season. 
Banich is now assured of a second 
straight winning "season.
 : : \ 
AH bat two runners had their 
best times in the meet and new 
records were set for a five-man 
average and a seven-man average. 
The first five finishers averaged 
29=03.0 for the five-mile run while 
the first seven averaged 29:45.6 
thereby breaking the old marks of 
28:36.2 and 29:25.2 and 29:56.3 
respectively, set in last year's 
CUNY champoinships. 
Captain Gerry Mortensen was. 
the team's top finisher placing 
fojurth in the race with a time of. 
28KM, his best Steve Tepper was 
fifth with 28:26, his second best 
tirac •'•• 
• Charley Vitale and Bobby 
Hotness were eighth and ninth 
^with 28:40 and 29K» with Ed 
Rodriguez the fifth finisher with 
* 30:55. Frank Karwoski and Errol 
Lee completed the first seven. The 
latter five are all freshmen. 
Saturday Coach Roy. Chernock 
win take his team to Albany Ui 
take part in the Albany 
- Invitational^ross-coantry run. -On 
. Nov. 2 Baruch will compete in the 
Collegiate Track Conference 
championships for the first time 
and a week later will go after the 
CUNY championship. 
It was a long time between 
soccer victories for Baruch, but 
when tiie Statesmen finally did 
record a win they did it in.grand 
style. 
Trailing Medgar Evers 2-0 after 
ten minutes, Baruch got things 
together and ran off with a 10-3 
triumph at Central Park on 
Columbus Day... 
The win brought Baruch's 
record to 1-4-2 halfway through 
the schedule. It was also the first 
winxsince late in the 1972 season 
whenyBaruch beat Hunter 4-3. 
Since then Barucfr had gone 21 
games without a victory tieing four 
games m that span. . 
Paul Kutfl, who has been with 
the team since its inception in 
1971, scored four goals and added 
an assist His four goals tied a 
single* game record he set against 
Brooklyn Poly in 1971. He has 33 
career goals a school record. The 
10: goals equaBed a school record. 
Co-captain Fred Witter set up 
"three of Kuril's goals with lead 
passes. He also had another goal 
and a fourth assist. Michael John 
had two goals and Mario Caputi, 
Roy Thomas and Aldwin Brown 
one apiece. 
After falling begind 2-0 in the 
early going Baruch finally got 
untracked as Kutil fed to Witter, 
for the first goal after 26 minutes. 
Before the half ended Thomas and 
Kutil scored and Baruch led 3-2. 
The second half was all Baruch as 
the Statesmen poured in seven 
straight goals for a 10-2 lead. 
In other recent games Baruch 
tied City College, 3-3, and York, 2-
2, while losing to Queens, 2-0, and -
St Francis, 4^1 
(Club Hours) 12 - 2 P.M. 
f ^ 
...w-f-CY 
Panel Discussion 
on the plight of JEWISH POOR 
and what's being done 
about them in New York. 
For those interested 
in 
- - „ •». 
her oir a voluntary basis 
or for College Credit 
toward Graduation 
R.S.V.P. 
674-0626 
*•-
10 A. t o 4 P . M 
:00 P.M. 
CLASSIFIED 
FRAN B. MISSED YOUR 
COMMENTS THIS: WEEK. 
DON'T YOU LOVE ITS 
ANYMORE? MIKE F„ RALPH 
S. 
MIKE F. SNAFU*FUBAR ANDV 
131 N. BOWKER, JL SINGER. 
GREG—I AM MORT-IFIED AT 
JIM'S BEHAVIOR-LATELY. A 
FRIEND. 
THE * STUDENT-FACULTY 
PROGRAM BOARD NEEDS 
VOLUNTEERS FOR THE 
FOLLOWING COMMITTEES: 
P U B L I C I T Y , F I L M S , 
S P E A K E R S , CONCERTS^ 
COFFEEHOUSE. CONTACT5 
LINDA BROWN OR LOUIS 
MAGNAN ,IN ROOM 411 
STUDENT CENTER. 
B A R U C H S T U D E N T S 
W O M E N ' S COMMITTEE 
MEETS REGULARLY ON 
TUESDAYS AT NOON IN 
ROOM 415 STUDENT CENTER. 
IF INTERESTED B U T CANNOT 
ATTEND. MEETING, PLEASE 
CONTACT LINDA BROWN, 
ROOM 411 STUDENT CENTER 
(725-3055). 
THE PUBLIC AD-
M I N I S T R A T I O N A N D 
FOteLLTriCAJL S C I E N C E 
SOCIETY MEETS EVERY* 
THURSDAY AT NOON IN 
ROOM - 5 2 3 , 23RD ST. 
BUILDING. COMB JOIN US! 
ALL EDUCATION MAJORS 
MUST ATTEND WORKSHOP 
ON THURSDAY, OCTOBER 
24TH, 1974 FROM 12-2 PM. 
ELEMENTARY: 1220, 23RD ST. 
BUILDING. HIGH SCHOOL: 4 
SOUTH, 23RD- ST. BUILDING. 
ALL WORKSHEETS ARE DUE 
IN THE EDUCATION OFFICE 
BY OCTOBER 28, 1974. 
HJLLEL LUNCHEON—OCT-
OBER 24 (CLUB HOURS) 12-2 
PM. L44 E. 24TH ST., APT. 2B. 
PRESENTATION BY JJV.C.Y.— 
PANEL DISCUSSION WITH 
SLIDES ON THE PLIGHT OF 
JEWISH POOR AND WHATS 
BEING DONE ABOUT THEM 
IN NEW YORK. FOR THOSE 
INTERESTED IN GETTING 
INVOLVED, EITHER ON A 
VOLUNTARY BASIS OR FOR 
COIX£GE CREDIT TOWARD^ 
GRADUATION. B-S.V.P. 674-
0626 BETWEEN 10 AM AND 4 
PM >K> LATER THAN WED-
NESDAY AT 1 PM. 
A S J A N v S T U D E N T S 
ASSOCIATION WILL HOLD A 
FRESHMAN ORIENTATION 
OCT. 24^ 1974, 24TH ST. 
BUILDING, ROOM 103-104. 
ATTENTION ALL IMPORTANT 
PEOPLE: THE REAL ESTATE 
SOCIETY WILL BE MEETING 
OCT. 24 AT 12 PM, ROOM 311. 
IF YOU .WOULD LIKE TO 
ATTEND- PLEASE SHOW UP-
PROMPTLY. A MOVIE WILL 
BE SHOWN (IN COLOR OF 
COURSE). SEE YOU THEN. 
V.LP. 
< 
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